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A Brief History1
Westford was chartered in 1763 as a New Hampshire
grant by Gov. Benning Wentworth. The first settlers
arrived in 1787 but immigration to Westford was very
slow, consisting mostly of scattered self-sufficient farms
throughout the town. After a petition from residents in
Essex and Fairfax around 1793, Route 128 was built.
In 1795, a saw mill was located near the center of town,
where the main post road crossed Brown’s River.
Alongside of the mill, a forge and grist mill was soon
erected, which offered employment and induced
settlement. In 1809, a temporary Congregational
meetinghouse was erected on a flat site, at what is now
the western end of the common.
In 1819, Luke Camp, a local businessman and mill owner,
donated land to be used as a common. This land was
rough and unimproved, but created a nucleus for the
village. In 1822, the Baptist meetinghouse was built just
beyond the east end of the common. Thompson Beach
owned a portion of land between the common and
Baptist Church which he sold to the town. By 1825, the
village took the form it has today except for minor
encroachments and road changes which were common
during the 19th century.
The common appeared to have its boundaries defined
by the roads which surrounded it, but actually the road
did not create its boundaries. Because of the ambiguous
border, there was difficulty in maintaining the integrity
of the town common against private abuse. Houses
had to be set well back from the road on the south side
of the green with no dooryards; evidence of this history
remains today. The owners of the three houses on the
south side of the green wanted to purchase land which
was part of the common to create dooryards, and the
legality of the sale was disputed for several years.
However, the sale was determined illegal because the
land was required in the deed to be a green or common.
The land was bought back by the town and the
boundaries of the common became stable. The houses
on the south side of the green still have no dooryards,
but the residents maintain the land in front of their houses
as if it were their own.
The first community concern for the common was
expressed in 1838 at the town meeting. A committee

was appointed to study the common and make
recommendations for defining and improving the green.
The committee submitted a report the following year
which was not acted upon. An ordinance was passed
to keep animals off the common.
In 1840, a new Congregational Church was built on the
hill above the original church. It was located off the
centerline of the common, as it was to be lined up with
the North Star. When the old church was torn down,
the common appeared to be much larger.
In the 1880’s, the common was plowed, harrowed, and
thickly planted with maples and elms. New roads were
laid around the perimeter to discourage cutting across
it. However, only the trees on the high ground in front
of the Congregational Church survived, so it is now a
grass covered green. The common now is adorned
with a monument commemorating the Civil War, and
at one time had a bandstand.
In 1970, the local Community Betterment Committee
organized village residents to improve the green once
again. The green was mowed (it was previously
considered a hayfield), library and town hall repaired
and painted, playground and benches placed on the
green, planted blue spruce trees (which later died),
cleaned out culvert to alleviate drainage problem. Plans
were drawn up for a bandstand, but were tabled.
During the past several years, the common has seen
physical improvements and increased community interest
and recreational use. Thanks to the efforts of many
individuals and the generosity of one donor in particular,
the common has been re-landscaped in terms of
drainage infrastructure, a post and beam gazebo built,
and significant investments made in planting, playground
equipment, parking, and fencing. Every year, the Town
Common becomes better-utilized as a meeting place
and recreational center for the Town of Westford. 2
Vermont Communities: Growth and Form. National
Endowment of the Arts Grant, T. J. Boyle & Associates.
1974-75.
2
Transportation for Livable Communities: FY 2004 Grant
Application. Town of Westford, Vermont.
1
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Introduction
Today, as in the past, the Westford Community has
interest in enhancing the Town Common Area. As
communities evolve so do their social and cultural needs.
The Town of Westford received a Transportation for
Livable Communities (TLC) grant from the CCMPO
to address community interest and concern regarding
the enhancement and usability of the Town Common
Area for all segments of the community. The intention
of the grant and goal of this report is to address a
comprehensive “walk-ability” plan for Town Common
Area, address traffic calming within the Town Center,
develop the town common as the central focal point
of the community, and provide public parking to
support the communities’ meeting and gathering places.
The current Town Plan supports the enhancement of
the Town Common Area with the following objectives
and recommendations:
• Under Population, Housing, and Existing Land
Use: (2.3.1.a) Plan for the provisions of
additional infrastructure in conjunction with the
future development of the Town Center Area
• Under Transportation: (5.3.2) Implement a
variety of speed control techniques to ensure
the safety of Westford residents and preserve
the rural character of Westford’s multi-use (e.g.
vehicular, pedestrian, equestrian, biking) road
network. (5.3.3.c) Address pedestrian/
recreational use to the extent possible, and
consider related traffic calming measures to
increase safety (enforcement, stop signs, etc.)
(5.3.4.c) Investigate ways in which pedestrian
access to the Town Common and surrounding
buildings can be made safer and easier. (5.3.6)
The Town will actively work with the CCMPO

Panorama view of the Westford Common
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and the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(VTrans) to coordinate on local projects.
Under Facilities, Utilities, and Services: (6.3.1.b)
Investigate ways in which pedestrian access to
the Town Common and surrounding buildings
(especially the Town Library) can be made safer
and easier. (6.3.3) The Town should continue
its interest in pursuing ways to bring activities
to the Town Center. (6.3.4) Utilize the Town
Common as the focal point of community life
in Westford

The objective of this planning endeavor is to assist the
Town of Westford in the process of a “Town Common
Area Enhancement.” This project is the first phase in a
larger effort to revitalize and enhance the Town
Common Area. Likewise, this project involved several
steps of its own including:
• Project Kick-Off Meeting with Steering
Committee;
• Site Assessment and Conceptual Plans;
• Progress Meeting with Steering Committee;
• Community Forum/Outreach;
• Final Enhancement Plan and Draft Report
• Meeting with Steering Committee to review
Draft Report and discuss Implementation and
Funding
All things considered, Westford is a rural community
and the residents enjoy that character. The Town
Common Area Enhancements should strive to “fit”
within the rural nature of the Town of Westford.

Town Common Area Enhancements Draft Report

The Town Common Area Today
Existing conditions within Westford’s Town Common
Area were determined based on GIS data from the
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission and
the Vermont Center for Geographic Systems, digital
orthophotography quadrangles (DOQ taken spring
1999) from the Vermont Mapping Company, site visits
to review base map information and field conditions,
and community input. The information was collected
along and immediately adjacent to the study area, the
town common and adjacent lands including Cambridge
Road, Brookside Road, Common Road, and Vermont
Route 128. Based upon site visits and discussions with
the Steering Committee, opportunities and concerns
related to the following topics were identified:
• Land use, density, and architecture,
• The Town Common,
• Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
• Traffic Calming and Streetscape Design, and
• Public Parking
The following is a description of the opportunities and
concerns.

Land Use, Density, and Architecture
Land use information was mapped to provide a visual
overview and understanding of the predominant land
uses in the village area. Based on the location and
character of various land use types, the strong rural
character of Westford (the open landscape and low
density of the Town Common Area) and the general
location of pedestrian origins and destinations within
the town common area were identified. The largest
potential for community activity appears to be on the
east end of the Town Common, where the local market,
meeting house, and potential commercial spaces are
located. On the west end of the common are the more
contemplative and public uses such as the United Church,
Town Hall, and the Town Library. The contrast in uses
generally corresponds to the uses on the common – the
meditation tree and the United Church of Westford on
the west end and the picnic shelter and commercial uses
on the east. Additionally, the Town Center Area offers
development potential for enhanced village use –
providing the town supports the necessary infrastructure.

Land Use of Town Common Area. Yellow - single family
homes, Red - Commercial, Blue - Social, Institutional, Green
- Common

Westford, the Town Library, and the Brick Meeting
House offer architectural merit and contribute to the
village character. In addition, several residential homes
contribute to this architectural quality. However, there
are several buildings within the Town Common area
that currently do not contribute to the historic and
aesthetic architectural character although the buildings
serve significant civic and cultural needs. The local market
and the town hall do not contribute to the village
character from an architectural perspective, although they
possess architectural potential. Likewise, the post office
has been relocated about a quarter mile north of the
Town Common Area however, the community has
expressed interst in relocating the post office back to
the Town Common Area. The Town Plan supports
this effort as stated in Section 6.2.5, Post Office.

There are several strong architectural focal points within
the Town Common Area. The United Church of
T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
landscape architects • planning consultants
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The Town Common
Westford’s Town Common is one of the largest in the
State of Vermont, containing over 3.5 acres of land1
overlooked by the United Church of Westford, one of
the major focal points of the community. The Common
is a large open green in the shape of an elongated oval
stretching east-west. Vermont Route 128 defines the
north boundary of the common while the Common
Road defines the southern edge, although the physical
limits of the common itself remain undefined. It
contains several elements typical of Town Greens such
as a gazebo (picnic shelter), benches, picnic tables,
landscaping, and play equipment. A distribution line
runs along the southern edge of the common area and
several other utility poles are located along Rt. 128.
Every year, the common becomes better-utilized as a
meeting place and recreational center for the town.
There is no question that this has made the Common a
more important community resource today than
previously. However, these measures were not designed
with a specific focus on traffic flow or pedestrian safety
issues. For example, the planting bed at the east end of
the Town Common impedes motorist’s visibility affecting
pedestrian safety. Likwise, no pedestrian circulation
amenities exist such as walkways. As a result, continued
increased usage of the common further exacerbates the
conflict between the high-speed commuter traffic on
the state highway and the pedestrian activity associated
with a Town Common. The Steering Committe and

A view of the Common from the Brick Meeting House
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the consultants provided the following site assessment
comments:
• The Town Common is lacking a sense of
enclosure and edge definition;
• Streetscape design along Route 128 is lacking
and does not present a unified character;
• The Common Road acts as a soft buffer/edge
along the south side of the Town Common;
• Distribution poles and associated lines along
the Common Road and Route 128 disrupt the
aesthetic integrity of the Town Common;
• The Common Area is large and open in nature
reflecting Westford’s rural character.
The Village Green Ensemble in Northern Vermont.
Meyers, John B. UVM Masters Thesis. 1974.
1

Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
Westford’s Town Center area currently provides no
pedestrian walkways or crosswalks leading to private
and/or public facilities. The lack of pedestrian amenities
and safety measures presents a dangerous condition for
the town residents and visitors alike. The town offices,
library, one and only general store, and the Red Brick
Meeting House are all located along Rt. 128 directly
across from the Common and are clustered at or near
these right angle intersections making pedestrian crossings
difficult. Minor roads intersect with Route 128 at the

A view of the Common from Brookside Road
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Traffic Calming and Streetscape Design

No pedestrian amenities along Route 128

locations mentioned above, creating three “T”
intersections. Pedestrian circulation and safety should
be a priority of Town Common Enhancements. The
Steering Committe and the consultants provided the
following site assessment comments:
• No pedestrian crossings exist at the west end
of the common to the Library and Town Hall;
at east end of town common to the Market
and Brick Meeting House; across Cambridge
Road connecting the Market to the “hotel;”
• No pedestrian amenitites exist along Route 128;
• No pedestrian walkway connections exist with
Cambridge Road and Brookside Road.

Vermont Route 128 is a major collector road (AOT
Classification) in a three-rod right-of-way (49.5’) and is
the main thorough fare through the Town Center.
Physically, it constitutes a short “dog-leg” in an otherwise
almost straight 12 mile north-south state highway. Route
128 is the major road serving the northeast quadrant of
Chittenden County, and provides access from Franklin
County to Chittenden County’s urban and suburban
areas. The right-angle turns at each end of this “dog
leg” are approached with little or no driver visibility of
activities on the Common or of pedestrians crossing
the highway which is partly due to the lack of a “gateway
entry” to the Town Center Area. This would alert
motorists that they are entering into a village center and
should reduce traveling speed.
Route 128 has a posted speed limit of 30 mph through
the Westford Town Center. Recorded traffic data from
the CCMPO reveals that the majority of travelers are
driving 35 mph (data taken from west10 station on
CCMPO website) and therefore one could conclude
that traffic speed is an issue. Additionally, large curb
cuts (pull-offs) along Route 128 in the Town Center
area reduce road definition, decrease pedestrian safety,
and provide an incentive to speed.
In general there is a lack of streetscape design and traffic
calming in the Town Center Area. The importance of
both is to clearly define different “zones” in order to

Existing Conditions - Typical Cross Section along Route 128 - showing lack of streetscape design and buffer zone for pedestrians.
T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
landscape architects • planning consultants
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establish pedestrian safety and comfort, calm traffic,
improve aesthetics, and establish a relationship between
buildings, pedestrian, street, and common. The Steering
Committe and the consultants provided the following
site assessment comments:
• “Gateways” are needed to alert motorists that
they are entering a village center and should
adjust their driving styles accordingly;
• The perception of Route 128 is open and broad
leading motorists to continue traveling at high
speeds through the Village Area;
• “Curb-cuts” along Route 128 lend to an
undefined roadway and unsafe pedestrian
environment;
• The “Y” intersection of Common Road and
Route 128 leads to uncontrolled traffic patterns
and an unsafe pedestrian environment;
• Visibility of motorists traveling around the Town
Common should be improved.

Public Parking
Westford’s Town Center area currently contains several
parking areas for public and private facilities all of which
need improvements. The Town Hall and Town Library
share a gravel parking lot that is difficult to maneuver,
lacks adequate available spaces, and creates an
undesirable large “curb cut” along Rt. 128. The Brick
Meeting House has limited parking, and0 large
assemblies typically overflow onto the Common Road
where currently there are two small pull-off lots. The
Steering Committe and the consultants provided the
following site assessment comments:
• Parking at the Town Library, Town Hall, and
Brick Meeting House should be improved;
• Take advantage of the Town owned parcel
west of the Library for additional parking.
The above elements formed the basis for the Town
Common Enhancement Plan that follows.

Existing Parking and undefined access at Town Hall
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Preliminary Concept Plans
Based upon the site assessment observations and
comments, several conceptual plans were developed to
address the opportunities and concerns mentioned
above. Conceptual plans are kept simple and
diagrammatic to explain as directly as possible the
conceptual idea as it relates to the given conditions of
the site. They are also used soley to explore alternative
ideas and act as discussion tools; they do not represent
final recommendations. These plans explored pedestrian
circulation routes, traffic calming techniques, vehicular
circulation patterns, town common improvements, and
public parking opportunities.
Concept #1 suggests dividing the Town Common into
two areas by placing a public parking area in the center
of the Town Common. This would facilitate parking
for the Town Common Area and other public/private
facilities while creating a mid-block intersection/crossing
along Route 128. Improvements were suggested at the
intersection of Common Road and Route 128 to
improve pedestrian safety and encourage motorists to

come to a complete stop rather than roll through the
intersection. Generally, vehicular circulation would
remain as it exists today. Improvements to access
management along Route 128 into individual properties
were also recommended, particulary at the Town
Offices and Library.
Pedestrian circulation was suggested along Route 128,
around the perimeter and within the Town Common,
along with connections to Brookside and Cambridge
Roads. Additionally, a trail connection through the vacant
commercial lot to the Browns River was suggested.
Streetscape design elements, such as street trees and
fencing, were suggested to improve road definition and
complement pedestrian safety.

Westford Town Common
Concept Plan #1

T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
landscape architects • planning consultants
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Westford Town Common
Concept Plan #2

Concept #2 suggests re-establishing the historic road
pattern at the west end of the Town Common while
re-locating Route 128 to the south edge of the common
replacing the Common Road. Route 128 in its proposed
location would contain parallel parking serving the
common and other town facilities. The Common Road
would shift to the north side and contain parallel parking
along the north edge of the Town Common. This
would encourage a village road with a pedestrian friendly
character free of commuter traffic. In conjunction with
the parallel parking, a bump-out would facilitate a
pedestrian crossing to enhance pedestrian safety. As in
Concept #1, the intersection of Common Road and
Route 128 would be improved to a “T” intersection.
In this concept however, a three-way stop was
suggested, slowing traffic on Route 128 within the Town
Common Area.
Pedestrian improvements are similar to Concept #1,
suggested along Route 128, around the perimeter and
within the Town Common, along with connections to
Brookside and Cambridge Roads. Additionally, a trail
connection through the vacant commercial lot to the
Browns River was suggested. Streetscape design

12

improvements include street tree planting to define the
edges of the area and provide a buffer zone for
pedestrian circulation. Crosswalks are again suggested
at major intersections.
Concept #3 suggests similar improvements to the
Concept #2, but further reduces conflicts between
pedestrians and vehicles by removing the crossconnection of Brookside Road with Route 128. This
was done to open the Town Common up to the land
the presently sits as the forecourt to the Westford
Community Church, but is common land. The
remaining improvements are similar to Concept #2.
These three concepts were reviewed with the Steering
Committee for discussion. The committees’ comments
allowed us to further refine the ideas to address the
Town Common Area Enhancement goals in preparation
for the community forum.

Town Common Area Enhancements Draft Report

Typical Cross Section along Route 128 with parallel parking - showing streetscape design and buffer zone for pedestrians.

Typical Cross Section along Route 128 without parallel parking - showing streetscape design and buffer zone for pedestrians.

Westford Town Common
Concept Plan #3

T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
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The Community Forum
Community participation is at the heart of every planning endeavor, and the Town of Westford certainly has
the enthusiasm and interest to see this project through. The Community Forum draws on time-honored
Vermont traditions of public meetings, civil discourse and representative democracy. Through this process,
ideas and recommendations are reconciled, allowing for an outcome that addresses the concerns and needs
of the residents.
With over 35 participants, the Community Forum proved valuable planning input. Alex Weinhagen introduced
the evening and the project. Alex provided general background information related to the project process
and intent. Adam Portz of T. J. Boyle & Associates then presented the ideas illustrated on the conceptual
plan alternatives and the refined conceptual plan below. Finally, an open question and answer forum generated
comments and suggestions from town residents. Several items materialized as a general consensus including:
• Parking improvements at the Library, Town Office, and Brick Meeting House;
• Crosswalks are needed at key locations along with a walkway along Route 128 and from Brookside
Road to Library;
• The Town Common should remain open and the Common Road should be a informal/soft edge;
• Improve the intersection of Common Road and Route 128.
For a complete list of commetns/suggestions see Appendix I: Community Forum Comments.

Refined Conceptual Plan for Community Forum
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Town Common Area Enhancement Plan
To develop the Town Common Area Enhancement
Plan, we reviewed site assessment observations and
recommendations, feedback from the Steering
Committee, and suggestions from the Community
Forum. Insofar as feasible, all constructive ideas and
recommendations were accommodated, producing the
most likely plan that provides realistic solutions to achieve
the goals of the project and satisfying the concerns of
the majority of participants. Based upon the plan, cost
opinions were developed to provide the town with a
reasonable funding outline.

The Town Common
The community’s desire for the common to remain
simple, open, uncluttered, and accessible was the guiding
factor for determining improvements. As a result, the
majority of the common will remain open for future
generations as it is today, and will allow for the diverse
uses that have traditionally been accommodated. The
proposed enhancements are designed with input and
suggestions from the community and are intended to
respect, benefit, and celebrate the citizens and history
of Westford.
The enhancement recommendations include the
following: underground or relocate utility pole and
distribution lines at the intersection of Common Road
and Route 128 (consider undergrounding utility lines
along entire length of Common Road), fencing along
Route 128 to provide safety for common users and
guide pedestrians to proposed crosswalks, walkway
along the west end of the common leading to the
crosswalk at the Town Office, landscaping (street trees)
along Route 128, street lighting at crosswalks, ADA
access to picnic shelter/bandstand, reduce the height of
plantings at east end of the common to increase
motorists visibility. In addition to the recommendations,
a trail connection from the Town Common to the
Browns River and further to the school as suggested by
the Trails Committee, should be considered.

Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
The enhancement plan provides for overall “walk-ability”
of the Town Common Area, which should be
addressed as a priority of the Town Common

Enhancements. The benefit of walkways is that they
provide a clear delineated path separated from vehicular
traffic, providing safety to pedestrians while encouraging
a “walk-able” community. Crosswalks and markings
provide guidance for pedestrians who are crossing
roadways by defining and delineating paths on
approaches to and within intersections. They also serve
to alert road users of a pedestrian crossing point across
roadways not controlled by traffic signals or STOP signs.
At non-intersection locations, crosswalk markings legally
establish the crosswalk. Upon reviewing the Guideline
for the Installation of Crosswalk Marking and Pedestrian Signing
at Marked and Unmarked Crossings, it appears that the
proposed crosswalk locations meet the criteria outlined
in the above guideline, as long as walkways (sidewalks)
are established.
During the next steps of this planning project, the
enhancement plan should again be reviewed and verified
with the Guideline for the Installation of Crosswalk Marking
and Pedestrian Signing at Marked and Unmarked Crossings
and the Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and
Design Manual, both published by VTrans, per specific
detailed recommendations.
Walkways and crosswalks are recommended in several
locations as delineated on the Enhancement Plan,
specifically; a walkway along the north side of Route
128, crosswalk from the common to the Town Hall,
from the common to the Brick Meeting House, and a
crosswalk at Cambridge Road. These pedestrian
facilities provide continuous, direct routes and convenient
connections between important destinations within the
community. It is important to include a buffer zone for
pedestrians in the form of a tree belt along Route 128
to provide separation from vehicles for safety and
pleasure. Additional elements such as lighting,
landscaping, and street furniture can help walkways
better serve their purpose
In understanding Westford’s rural nature it is important
to consider appropriate materials. The consultants
recommend not using concrete as a material in the Town
Common Area. Asphalt or gravel “Shur-pac” walking
surfaces are seen to be more appropriate. These specific
details should be considered in the next phase prior to

T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
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implementation as well as specific lighting, fencing, and
other amenities (See Next Steps on pg. 17)

Traffic Calming and Streetscape Design
In conjunction with the Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
recommendations above, the conceptual plans
recommend several general traffic calming and
streetscape design improvements. The benefit of these
improvements is to enhance aesthetic qualities and
improve pedestrian safety in the Town Common Area.
Gateways are a major component of a traffic calming
plan and should be thought of in terms of a transition
for motorists entering a village center. Gateway Areas
include signage, street trees and landscaping, sidewalks,
and/or “markers” such as granite posts to alert motorists
they are arriving into a village center and should adjust
their driving style accordingly. Gateway entries are
recommended north and south of the village area. The
north gateway should extend from just south of the
post office to the height of land north of the Town
Library. The south gateway should extend from the
bridge crossing Browns River to the height of land at
the Brick Meeting House.
In conjunction with the Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
components, intersection improvements are
recommended as part of traffic calming and streetscape
design. The major intersection improvements are
recommended at Common Road and Route 128 – to
create a “T” intersection. To accomplish this, utility poles
and lines may have to be relocated or undergrounded.
Additionally, mid-block crossings are recommended
from the Town Hall to the Common Area and in the
future from the commercial parcel, currently the Bus
Garage. These pedestrian crossings should incorporate
traffic calming techniques, such as a raised median or
neck-down. Since Route 128 is classified a major
collector under AOT, traffic calming techniques and
improvements within the right-of-way must follow AOT
Standards (currently in Draft form) and comply with
the necessary approval process as outlined in the Traffic
Calming Study and Approval Process for State Highways
provided by VTrans.

16

Streetscape Design plays an important role to increase
the aesthetic quality of the village area as well as helping
reduce traffic speed and increase pedestrian safety.
Enhancements such as access management (reduced
curb openings), walkways, lighting, street trees, and
signage will improve human comfort and the aesthetics
of the village.

Public Parking
Parking improvements adjacent to the Town Library,
Town Hall, and Brick Meeting House are a priority as
suggested by residents at the Community Forum. Many
residents believe if these parking improvements can be
made in conjunction with pedestrian circulation and
lighting, the community will be better served. The
enhancement plan recommends one parking solution at
each specific area. These recommendations will need
to be refined and flushed out with suitable base survey
information and detail from a professional consultant.
For example, during this project it was discovered that
the Town owns more land than previously thought west
of the Library that could be suitable for additional
parking.

Town Common Area Enhancements Draft Report

Next Steps
This Draft Report concludes the first step in a larger
planning endeavor to enhance the Town Common Area
of Westford. The Steering Committee will carry the
torch and forward this report along with
recommendations and priorities of possible
improvement to the Selectboard in hope that this
information will be discussed at Town Meeting 2005.
It is the Steering Committee’s anticipation that
improvements would be funded through a mixture of
local, state, and federal grants (eg. CCMPO funds).
Implementation of any improvements will be contingent
upon funding.
The information and the Town Common Enhancement
Plan shown in this report have been developed as a
broad brush view of overall improvements to the Town
Common Area. Each individual element will require
further professional consultation either by an engineer
and/or a landscape architect.

T. J. BOYLE & ASSOCIATES
landscape architects • planning consultants
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Appendix I
Community Forum Comments
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Westford Town Common – Community Forum Summary
Pedestrian Circulation and Safety
· Sense of enclosure for common and pedestrian infrastructure is good
· Need to preserve pedestrian flow around “T”intersection - especially at events
· Use of crosswalks to funnel pedestrians to safest crossing
· A draw for the common would be a trail from common to school trails along river, consider
acquiring undeveloped parcel on south side of common
· One crossing across Cambridge road from Market to “hotel” at 128
· On north side of common- we need defined crossings and more enclosure to prevent mass
dispersal of pedestrians in all directions
· Investigate crosswalk lights – connect to flashing light to alert traffic that can’t see pedestrians
· Need to get kids to and from library – to common play area and what about paths
· Don’t need path around whole common – just west and north
· Think about logical connection to school via Brookside road
· Where is a good place to cross near Brick Meeting House – maybe closer to Market
· Consider a walkway/bikepath to the school, and be sure to integrate with other common
improvements
· Figure out a link to the Post Office, or better yet, move it back to the common area
· Consider walkway on south side of Cambridge Road, then along Common Road to Brookside
· Try to tie the covered bridge into the common area
· Sidewalks excessive – consider other kinds of paths (e.g., gravel)
Town Common Improvements
· Sense of enclosure for common and pedestrian infrastructure is good
· Investigate nice lamp posts on north side of common
· Lighting not on telephone poles
· Make sure to limit how long lighting would be on
· What about street lights – around library
· Fences need not be high to be effective
· Where does the Town own to on south side – how far into front yards of Spiller, Fleury, and Allen
lots
· South side of common is and should be a soft edge
· Be careful about restricting access around common too much – don’t make people go through
gates
· Defining edge of common good especially with kids
· Do not impact/shrink the open space on the common
· Do not shrink the size of the common
· Enclosing common good but want to preserve sight lines into common
· Be careful not to screw up a good thing
· Provide parking and pedestrian linkages from Brick Mtg. House to Library as development occurs
· Common doesn’t need edging or definition around the circumference – open is good
· Walkways across the common are not necessary for traversing the green
· Put trees on outside perimeter of the common instead of the interior
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Traffic Calming and Vehicular Circulation
· Gateways are transition periods – on south side from bridge to top of hill by meeting house, on
north side from post office in. Can we make north entrance at or near post office
· Narrow perception of road to calm traffic
· Current intersection at 128 and common road needs work – not attractive
· Brookside/Route 128 intersection is problematic
· Traffic too fast coming off and on to Common Road to/from Route 128
· Common Road and Rt. 128 “T” Intersection improvement is a good idea
· What about making common road one way from church to 128
· “T” intersection is good because it will force traffic to stop here
· Caution about intersection - trucks ability to turn if intersection is changed (Town Plow and cost
of moving utility pole)
· No speed bumps; use different color & texture on pavement
· Add rows of trees on each side of 128 north to the Post Office and south to the bridge
· 3-way stops not necessary, most of the time there’s no need to stop traffic on 128
· Reduce speed limit further
· Improve visibility turning on to Cambridge Road when coming from the north. Reduce height of
plantings on east end of the common.
Parking
· Investigate library parking on north/west side next to private driveway
· Do we really need parallel parking
· Do not shrink the size of the common
· Put parallel parking on town office side
· There is not a large need for public parking if improvements at the library/town office and
meeting house can be made
· Town Office has enough parking for the building
· Expand parking at SE corner of the common (right angle parking) to the west
· Parking at both ends of the common works
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Appendix II
Conceptual Cost Opinions
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Item

Unit

Comments

Quantity

Cost Per Unit

Total Item Cost

Town Common Enhancements
Demolition Work
_______Remove Concrete
_______Remove Asphalt
_______Underground Distribution
Clearing and Grubbing
_______Remove Tree and Stump
Lighting Poles and Standards
_______Historic Street Lighitng

Asphalt Paving

cf
sf
lf

contact utility company

ea

minor

ea
ea
ea
sf

along route 128
town hall and library
brick meeting house
walkways
along route 128
Brookside Road to Offices

8
4
3

$
$
$

2,500.00
2,500.00
2,500.00

8100
1650

$
$

ea

Block Pattern Crosswalk

3

ea

AOT Signs for crosswalks

lf

option - along Route 128

$

-

$
$
$

-

2.25
2.25

$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000.00
10,000.00
7,500.00
18,225.00
3,712.50

$

400.00

$

1,200.00

12

$

150.00

$

1,800.00

800

$

10.00

$

8,000.00

2

$
$
$
$

600.00
300.00
800.00
500.00

$
$
$
$

1,200.00
4,800.00
42,000.00

Permenant Signs
Fences
_______Wood
Site and Street Furnishings
_______Trash
_______Planter
_______Benches
_______Granite Bollards
Landscape Grading
_______Topsoil
Lawns and Grasses
Exterior Plants
_______Shade Trees

ea
ea
ea
ea

option - along Route 128

cy
sf

minor, 6" depth
270
minor, includes fine grading 14500

$
$

48.00
0.15

$
$

12,960.00
2,175.00

street trees along 128
south side of common

$
$

500.00
500.00

$
$

23,000.00
4,000.00

Sub Total
15% Contigency
Total

$
$
$

160,572.50
24,085.88
184,658.38

6
84

46
8

The above cost opinon for the Town Common Enhancements is not a construction estimate. Prices are assumed for
construction to be completed this year.
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